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Abstract: Due to the lack of vaccines and treatments, filtering facepiece respirators are a primary
and effective tool to dampen the spread of COVID-19. To meet the huge and continuous demand
for filtering facepiece respirators, this concept paper suggests a supply chain management frame-
work based on the disaster management principle. This concept paper adopts an exploratory and
qualitative literature review to provide managerial insights for the supply chain participants. Due
to implementation delay and strategic interdependency, the supply chain management strategies
need to be systematically integrated. A viable way to integrate strategies is based on the disaster
management cycle: mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery phases. Our model integrates
innovative and successful but overlooked supply chain management strategies. First, the production
capacity should be flexible so that the production mode in emergency and normal situations can
be different. Second, the concept paper and development facilities can utilize their capacities for
actual production in emergencies. Third, the quality certification process should accommodate the
flexible production capacities. Fourth, inventory stockpiling should be renewable. This concept paper
contributes to policymakers, healthcare sector decision-makers, stakeholders throughout the FFR
supply chain to cope with future crises caused by pandemics by providing a systematic approach to
constructing an effective, flexible, and resilient supply chain.

Keywords: COVID-19; filtering facepiece respirators; supply chain management; disaster
management cycle

1. Introduction

In 2020, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) spread all over the world. To control
the disease outbreak, it is essential for the public to wear filtering facepiece respirators
(FFRs), such as surgical and N95 masks. Unfortunately, the capacity of the FFR supply
chain is insufficient to fulfil the sudden and huge demand under this disastrous situation.
To protect society from another respiratory disease pandemic, it is urgent for researchers,
industry practitioners, and governments to construct effective FFR supply chains. To
answer this urgent need, this concept paper provides an implementable framework that
integrates supply chain management (SCM) strategies based on the crisis management
principle through extensive case study reviews.

COVID-19 is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
that is highly contagious with human-to-human transmission. PPE, such as FFRs, medical
gowns, gloves, and goggles, protect the wearers from the virus’s transmission. We focused
on FFRs because other PPE is mainly consumed by restricted users such as healthcare
providers. This implies the demand for FFRs is much larger than that for other PPE,
and this causes formidable challenges. In addition, we focused on disposable masks and
respirators and excluded cloth masks. Cloth masks are made of a normal woven fabric and
cover the wearer’s mouth and nose. The effectiveness of cloth masks is questionable [1,2].
Moreover, supply shortages do not occur for cloth masks because people can make cloth
masks using their own fabric.
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Due to the shortage of vaccines and lack of treatments, FFRs are a primary and
effective tool to dampen the spread of COVID-19. Accumulated evidence supports the
idea that “public mask wearing is most effective at stopping spread of the virus when
compliance is high [3].” Moreover, when a mask can filter small sized airborne particles, it
protects the wearer more effectively [1]. Recent observations and empirical studies show
that COVID-19 transmission is lessened when the public wears FFRs. For example, the
citizens of South Korea and China actively wear FFRs, and the countries have successfully
controlled the spread of COVID-19 compared to other countries [4]. Chu et al. [1] found
that “face mask use could result in a large reduction in risk of infection, with stronger
associations with N95 or similar respirators compared with disposable surgical masks
or similar.”

The demand for FFRs has been huge and continuous during the pandemic. The global
yearly market volume of FFRs was less than $356 million dollars in 2018 [5]. According to
the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety of South Korea (MFDS), the monthly FFR market size
of South Korea in June 2020 was approximately $400 million dollars. The demand for FFRs
exploded during the pandemic such that a country’s monthly market size exceeded the
world’s annual trading volume two years ago. The demand for FFRs is huge because both
healthcare providers and all of society should wear FFRs to curb spread of the contagious
disease. Moreover, the demand is continuous throughout the pandemic period because
FFRs are designed to be disposable.

Unfortunately, the FFR supply did not meet the sudden and huge demand for FFRs
in the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the supply shortages of personal
protective equipment (PPE) including FFRs, many countries, including the most developed
countries in the world such as the U.S. and the U.K., there was a failure to curb the spread
of COVID-19 before it became a pandemic [5–7]. The failure has resulted in a disastrous
loss of lives and enormous economic damage worldwide. Revisiting the supply chain of
FFRs and finding solutions for future needs is very important.

To achieve our theoretical goals, we first reviewed extensive articles and case studies
about the countries that successfully contained the COVID-19 outbreak. We then examined
perspective articles that discuss similar strategies that we find in the case studies. We
suggested a conceptual model to build an FFR supply chain that effectively copes with
future emergencies. In particular, supply chain management framework and disaster
management cycle were used to envision the FFR supply chain. The gap between the
regular FFR supply chain capacity and the demand for FFRs during the initial stage of
COVID-19 pandemic was examined. Four phases of disaster management cycle including
mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery were discussed. Considering four pillars
in the FFR supply chain including information, production, distribution, and sustainability,
we demonstrate detailed strategies under each stage for an effective FFR supply chain. We
assert that the systematic management of the entire supply chain is crucial. An anecdote
illustrates the importance of taking a supply chain viewpoint. This study aims to propose
solutions for future emergencies that the FFR supply chain may face.

2. Literature Review

We conducted an unstructured literature review, starting with industry news and
reports related to FFR shortages in our supply chain. Journal articles were reviewed to
formulate research problems and identify solutions. Articles were gathered from three
areas: SCM, disaster management, and COVID-19 updates. Articles were selected using
both inclusion and exclusion criteria. We included both qualitative and quantitative studies
with keywords ‘personal protective equipment’, ‘filtering face mask’, ‘supply chain’, and
‘COVID’. Non-English articles were excluded. We select relevant articles based on our
experience. Then, we explored and selected theoretical studies to construct the framework
of this study based on our experience as well.

We built a conceptual model based on the integration of SCM with the disaster
management cycle. The SCM approach tracks the increasing value of FFR from raw
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material to the final product. The SCM approach has the advantage of identifying the
extent of the gap between supply and demand at each stage of production. This advantage
is important to account for the bottleneck in FFR production. However, bottlenecks vary
from situation to situation. The SCM approach is limited in understanding the dynamics of
bottlenecks. The disaster management framework provides a complementary perspective
for addressing fluctuating bottlenecks in the FFR supply chain. Disaster management
provides a procedural approach to responding to crises caused by a disaster, called the
disaster management cycle. This article provides a constructive framework for addressing
the crisis in the FFR supply chain caused by the COVID-19 disaster by integrating the SCM
approach with the disaster management cycle approach.

2.1. SCM Approach in Managing FFR Supply Chain Reacting to the COVID-19 Crisis

There is a gap between the regular FFR supply chain capacity and the demand for
FFRs during the COVID-19 pandemic. For instance, at the beginning of April 2020, the U.S.
government ordered 3M, one of the major FFR producers in the world, to produce more
masks based on the Defense Production Act. However, it was difficult for 3M to follow
the order due to the insufficient nonwoven melt-blown filter (MB filter) supply [8]. Many
reports agree with our perspective that coherent and systematic strategies are required
throughout the FFR supply chain to cope with the disastrous situation [9–11]. The gap
identifies the challenges to coping with the surging demand for FFRs during a respiratory
contagious disease outbreak.

The supply chain starts with raw material suppliers and ends with the end users.
Figure 1 depicts the core structure of the FFR supply chain. This paper focuses on the
three main tiers (component providers, manufacturers, and distribution channels) and the
quality certification process.
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Figure 1. FFR supply chain.

The FFR components include MB filters, ear-loop or head-loop straps, and main bodies
that are made up of plastic or fabric. Among the raw materials, the key component is the
MB filters. The MB filter is produced through a nonwoven web-forming process known
as melt blowing to form fine fiber [12]. FFRs filter out droplets and airborne particles that
contain viruses by using this material as a filter. In 2019, the U.S. capacity of melt-blown
fiber was estimated to be 250,000 metric tons per year and 34% of the fiber was used
for filtration media [13]. One ton of MB fiber yields 1 million filters, and FFRs contain
1–4 filters, depending on their protection level.

The manufacturers assemble the components as FFRs. The FFR manufacturing capac-
ity is highly concentrated in a couple of regional clusters. Notably, China possesses much
of the capacity. The FFR manufacturing capacity is distributed over three major regional
clusters: the U.S., Asia, and Europe. China produced approximately 20 million units of
masks a day, which was approximately half the global production capacity for masks [5].
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the U.S. imports 95% of
its surgical masks and 70% of its respirators [7].

Quality control is essential for FFRs to protect their wearers. Certification is required
for manufacturers to sell their FFRs in major markets. The certified protection level is
often represented in the product names. For example, N95 represents the filtering ability
of at least 95% of the airborne particles. The National Institute for Occupational Safety
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and Health (NIOSH) manages the N95 certification process in the U.S. [14]. The N95
certification process takes approximately three months from submittal to approval [15].

The end users acquire masks through two types of distribution channels. Institutional
consumers, such as hospitals and manufacturing firms, procure the masks in business-to-
business transaction channels and distribute them to their employees according to their
needs. In this case, the contract is settled through a negotiation process between the buyer
and the manufacturer. Individual consumers purchase masks from retail pharmacies. The
transactions depend on the market mechanism.

There is little consensus on how much demand should be fulfilled. For example,
various estimations of the demand in the U.S. have been provided. Assuming a 42-day
severe influenza pandemic, the U.S. CDC estimated a need for at least 1.5 billion medical
masks for the healthcare sector and 1.1 billion for the public. In addition, the healthcare
sector will demand more than 90 million N95 respirators [16]. Carias et al. [17] estimate the
maximum demands at 7.3 billion respirators and 0.04 billion surgical masks for healthcare
institutes in the U.S. In March 2020, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
estimated that U.S. healthcare workers would need 300 million N95 respirators per month
to fight a pandemic [18]. The estimations for the healthcare sector vary to a significant
extent, and estimations for the public are rare.

2.2. The Disaster Management Cycle

Disaster management has been intensively studied because of the serious effects
of disasters and the difficulty in containing them. Disasters refers to “events that occur
when significant numbers of people are exposed to hazards to which they are vulnerable,
with resulting injury and loss of life, often combined with damage to property and liveli-
hoods” [19]. Disasters cause crises, which are “the perception of an unpredictable event
that threatens important expectancies of stakeholders and can seriously impact an organiza-
tion’s performance and generate negative outcomes” [20]. Both disaster management and
crisis management agree on the four interrelated phases: preparation, response, recovery
(revision), and mitigation (prevention). As depicted in Figure 2, a disaster management
cycle refers to repeating the four steps to manage the severe impact of a disaster.
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The disaster management cycle has been used in many studies to explore extreme
events and management practices, and public affairs. For example, Basri et al. [21]
conducted survey research to explore disaster management cycle of a flood event in
Malaysia from the perspective of industry players and flood victims. Based on the four
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stages of the disaster management cycle, Sim et al. [22] employed in-depth interviews to
develop competence and skill sets of social workers for the field of disaster management in
China. Recently, Thyagarajan et al. [23] applied the disaster management cycle to describe
the development, implementation, and outcomes of a national-scale simulation delivery
platform in response to the COVID-19 pandemic disaster. This platform is developed
by India’s Pediatric Simulation Training and Research Society. Their research presented
how this platform enabled the management team to address key aspects of the disaster
management cycle. The disaster management cycle has been confirmed as an effective
approach to encompass preparation for and recovery from large-scale disasters.

In advance of the evident threat of a respiratory disease pandemic, the mitigation
phase comprises designing and constructing an FFR supply chain that decreases the impacts
of the disaster on society and the environment.

When the threat of a respiratory disease pandemic is observed but the disease has not
yet impacted society, the preparation phase includes activities to organize and to allocate
resources along the FFR supply chain to provide the product where it is needed during the
pandemic. The tasks in the preparation phase are relatively short-term proactive compared
to the tasks in the mitigation phase. The preparation phase continues some tasks from the
mitigation phase, such as vulnerability assessment, constructing an information sharing
system, estimating the supply chain capacity, diversifying suppliers, and constructing an
FFR stockpile. In this section, we discuss the other additional tasks in the preparation phase.

Once the pandemic impacts society, the response phase consists of rapid and effective
actions to provide the FFRs to reduce the damage from the disaster. When the supply
chain is efficiently designed and constructed in the mitigation and preparation phases, the
reaction will be more effective than the case for COVID-19.

After the pandemic, the recovery phase involves the actions taken to return to a new
normal situation such as returning the supply chain resources to an efficient allocation for
to meet normal demands.

3. Conceptual Model of FFR Supply Chain Management Based on the Disaster
Management Cycle

To build an effective FFR supply chain to cope with a disastrous situation such as
the COVID-19 pandemic, it is necessary to integrate existing and proposed supply chain
management strategies based on the disaster management principle.

We propose an implementable FFR supply chain management framework based
on the disaster management cycle. Figure 3 illustrates the overview of our framework.
Compared to existing articles that focus on increasing the production capacity, our frame-
work considers four pillars: information, production, distribution, and sustainability. The
unique feature of this paper is the systematic integration of multidimensional supply chain
management strategies over the four phases of the disaster management cycle.
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3.1. Mitigation Phase
3.1.1. Vulnerability Assessment

In terms of FFR supply chain management, a vulnerability assessment identifies
the anticipated bottlenecks that the supply chain will face [10]. For example, Rice [24]
states that too high a concentration of suppliers in China is the most critical vulnerability.
However, there is little consensus about the lack of diversification being the most important
obstacle. For instance, Gereffi [25] asserts that the MB filter supply shortage is the primary
problem of the FFR supply during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Considering the huge and continuous demand for FFRs, it is necessary to conduct a
vulnerability assessment of various aspects of the entire supply chain. According to the
theory of constraints, a bottleneck is the least capable tier of a supply chain that restricts
the entire supply chain capacity [26]. This theory implies that every tier in the FFR supply
chain should have enough capacity to meet the demand. Because multiple processes of the
current FFR supply chain do not have enough capacity to meet the huge and continuous
demand, researchers have presented various opinions on the vulnerability assessment.
Diversified vulnerability assessments are desirable to identify various potential bottlenecks.

Vulnerability assessments are essential in the mitigation and preparation phases
because they form the basis to construct an effective FFR supply chain. A vulnerability
assessment calls for follow-up actions such as source diversification and increasing the MB
filter supply. Because it takes considerable time to implement the follow-up actions, we
should conduct this task in the mitigation phase or at least in the preparation phase.

3.1.2. Constructing an Information Sharing and Monitoring Platform

Under unexpected disastrous situations, we cannot overemphasize the importance
of using information to make decisions to reduce the damage from disasters. Efficient
information sharing is one common aspect of the countries that successfully contained
the COVID-19 outbreak such as South Korea and Taiwan [4,27,28]. The governments of
these countries control the supply of FFRs and provide the supply chain data to the public.
The data include the import and production of the components (such as MB filters) and
final products and the FFR inventory of retail shops. The manufacturers and retail shops
collaborate with the government to update the data on time.

The information-sharing platform can be used for material flow monitoring [9]. For
example, the infiltration of fake FFRs and underperforming materials into the FFR supply
chain is a significant problem [29]. Researchers suggest blockchain as a tool to secure the
supply chain from illegitimate products [30,31]. It is a critical task in the mitigation phase
to construct an information-sharing platform utilizing advanced information technologies
that can be used for supply chain monitoring.

3.1.3. Developing a Forecasting Model

It is essential to develop a forecasting model for FFR demands during a disastrous
situation. The scope of the forecasting model includes not only the independent demand
for the final product, but it also includes the derived demand for the components. Despite
the estimation of the demand for the final product during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is
rare that the demand for other components such as MB filters, manufacturing processes,
and quality certification processes be estimated. Because it is a requirement to manage
the entire supply chain, the forecasting model should be informative for every tier of the
supply chain.

The forecasting model should be able to reflect the updated data through the informa-
tion sharing system. As we can see in South Korea’s case, the dynamic forecasting model
forms the basis of societies’ proactive strategies against the disastrous situation [28]. The
possible models include scenario-based forecasting models, stress test models, and artificial
intelligence algorithms [27,32,33].
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3.1.4. Supply Chain Capacity Estimation

As we show with the FFR supply chain capacity before the pandemic section, the FFR
supply capacity estimation requires identifying each tier’s capacity and the bottleneck of
the supply chain. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the production capacity
bottleneck has been the MB filter supply capacity [8,18]. It is impossible to increase the
FFR supply without identifying the bottleneck. Moreover, a finer estimation of each tier’s
capacity allows one to conduct risk assessments such as the what-if test. For example, we
can answer the question “when a part of supply chain is disrupted, how much supply can
we acquire?” by identifying the bottleneck under the postulated scenario.

3.1.5. Build Additional Flexible Capacity

To fill the supply and demand gap, capacity expansion is a straightforward strategy.
Reacting to the COVID-19 outbreak, huge capital investments have been made to build
additional FFR production capacity. For example, the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
invested $133 million in domestic N95 mask production. Through the investment, three
major companies, 3M, O&M Halyward, and Honeywell, will produce 37.5 million masks
per month after initialization [34].

Because capacity expansion takes considerable time, it is part of the mitigation phase.
For example, Reicofil is a German manufacturer of the machinery used to make MB filters.
The company can establish a melt-blown production line in less than four months. This is an
expedited timeframe to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic [35]. This implies that effective
capacity expansion requires well-developed plans and accurate forecasting. Researchers
use the real options approach and stochastic control theory to determine the investment
timing and size [36,37].

When the capacity is expanded, how to utilize the expanded capacity after the crisis
should be considered. For example, Medicom Group, a Montreal-based company, opened
an FFR factory in Canada. The company and the Canadian government made a long-term
agreement about after pandemic FFR supply. Medicom’s chief executive, Ronald Reuben,
stated that the long-term agreement was crucial for the investment decision [18]. Without a
plan to handle the excess capacity, much of the capacity will be idle after the pandemic.

The additional capacity should be flexible so that it can be utilized to meet regular
demands for other products. During the COVID-19 pandemic, suppliers increase the mask
material supply by modifying their similar production lines to mask filter production
lines. From the production technology viewpoint, mask MB filters are similar to absorbent
hygiene products. Therefore, diaper and feminine hygiene producers can change their
production lines to mask MB filter lines. For example, Procter and Gamble (P&G) converted
approximately 10 absorbent hygiene product production lines to mask material production
lines in reaction to COVID-19 outbreak [35]. If the converted capacity can be returned to
their usual production mode, we can avoid a considerable amount of inefficient capacity.

3.1.6. Developing Diversified Sources

It is essential to diversify the FFR sources to mitigate the supply disruption risk for
concentrated sources. If sourcing options are concentrated in a specific region, disruptions
at the location put the entire supply chain at risk [38]. The COVID-19 spread started to be
serious in Wuhan, China. Due to the surging demand, China prohibited FFR exports to
satisfy the domestic demand first. Because China retained approximately 50% of the FFR
production capacity, many countries suffered FFR supply disruptions in the early stage of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

If the sources are diversified, the risk of disrupting all the diversified sources is signifi-
cantly lower than the case of a concentrated source. Therefore, countries have sought to
develop alternative FFR suppliers. For example, Tajikistan, where no COVID-19 cases had
been reported until early April 2020, became an alternative mask production country that
provides masks to other countries [39]. A supply chain redesign with second sources and a
redesign to local sources are possible options for source diversification [10]. Researchers in
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the operations management area have studied the optimal level of diversification consider-
ing the costs and benefits [40,41].

We remark that nondiversifiable risk exists, and source diversification should be
integrated with other strategies. Although it has been regarded as a rare event, sourcing
diversification is ineffective when all the sources are disrupted by a super event [40].
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic is a super event. Approximately 80 countries
prohibited or restricted the export of COVID-19 products by the end of April 2020 [42].
Because the 80 countries include most of the FFR suppliers, supplier diversification has
limited effect in managing a disastrous event such as the COVID-19 pandemic. This implies
that source diversification should be a part of the solution in a systematic framework.

3.1.7. Constructing a Circular Stockpiling System

Inventory stocking is a traditional solution to cope with high demand. Many countries
stockpile medical devices to counter potential threats. For example, the U.S. Strategic
National Stockpile system stores vaccines, antiviral drugs, and PPE to cope with public
health emergencies, such as large-scale pandemics and natural disasters. Canada, Australia,
and Finland also operate similar systems [43,44].

Because FFRs are perishable items, the stockpile and rotation systems of Singapore
and Taiwan provide valuable managerial insights. The functionality of FFRs deteriorates
over time [45]. To prevent obsoletion, Singapore and Taiwan periodically replace old items
with new items if no threats occur [44]. The old, replaced items are consumed by medical
institutions. By maintaining the FFR stockpiling system during the mitigation phase,
society can cope with a sudden outbreak of a contagious respiratory disease pandemic.

Stockpiling should be a part of a systematic solution because it provides a temporary
buffer until other strategies are effectively exercised. The COVID-19 pandemic has lasted
longer than the stockpiles lasted, even for countries that operate a large-scale stockpiling
system. Therefore, countries source additional FFRs from alternative sources [46]. Although
the stockpile does not cope with the entire demand for a pandemic, it provides valuable
time to exercise other strategies because the inventory can be used instantaneously. For
example, society can use the FFR inventory while it converts a diaper production line to the
FFR production mode. Stockpiling plays a critical role as the buffer to reduce the impact of
a sudden shock in the FFR supply chain management framework.

3.1.8. Certifying Potential Producers

In the mitigation phase, certification authorities need to certify potential FFR suppliers.
During the COVID-19 pandemic period, underperforming and fake masks were traded [29].
The certification process takes considerable time although it provides valuable information
about the product quality to consumers. A possible solution is certifying potential FFR
producers during the mitigation phase. By certifying the potential production capacity in
advance, society can timely acquire confirmed FFRs during an emergency.

3.1.9. Research and Development for a Sustainable FFR Supply Chain

Designing and building a sustainable FFR supply chain is an urgent request and re-
quires aggressive investment in research and development (R&D). Regarding FFR produc-
tion technologies, the impending R&D topics include durable FFR development, recycling
technologies, waste treatment technologies, and a reverse logistics design. The current
FFRs are designed to be disposable. Therefore, huge waste continuously occurs during a
pandemic, and it causes a serious problem to our ecosystem [47,48]. If a durable FFR pro-
tects the wearer from virus transmission, it will dramatically reduce the production burden
and the medical waste. If a used FFR can be disinfected while maintaining a reasonable pro-
tection ability, we can expect a similar benefit [49]. Another imminent research topic is how
to design a closed-loop FFR supply chain that encompasses a reverse logistics system to
manage the used FFRs. The used FFRs are a plastic medical waste that should be disposed
of carefully. This implies that treating the used FFRs requires specialized systems to reduce
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the harmful effects on our ecosystem [50]. Finding the optional locations and capacities of
the waste treatment facilities to build the reverse logistics system is a requirement [51].

R&D investment is worthwhile because R&D facilities can be converted to supply
bases during a pandemic. For example, North Carolina State University produces face
mask material using their research facilities [52]. The University of Missouri utilizes their
research facility to cut the mask materials [53]. Skoltech FabLab, a Russian research facility,
produces PPE for hospitals in Moscow [54]. Because many research facilities belong to
nonprofit organizations, they are willing to form a cooperative societal effort to overcome
the emergency. R&D investment is a strategy to build a cooperative emergency supply base.

3.2. Preparation Phase
3.2.1. Demand Forecasting

Using the forecasting model developed in the mitigation phase, the demand for
FFR should be estimated based on the data about the impending disaster. This task
includes adjusting model assumptions, selecting appropriate scenarios, and numerical
calculations. Moreover, risk assessments, such as stress tests, are essential to building
reaction strategies [55]. In the preparation phase, the demand for FFRs is estimated under
the specific model for the imminent disaster including the uncertainty assessment for
the demand.

3.2.2. Converting Flexible Capacity to FFR Supply Capacity

The preparation phase is the best time to convert production with flexible capacities
to the FFR supply capacity. Production line conversion is well-known to operations man-
agers as production flexibility. The flexible capacities include research facility capacities,
manufacturing process (such as cutting and knitting) capacities, and the absorbent MB
fiber capacities that can be converted to the FFR MB filter production process.

It takes time to establish a new production process and train workers for FFR pro-
duction. For example, P&G had to install new equipment or adjust existing equipment to
change its production mode. Moreover, the employees need to be trained for the new pro-
duction process. P&G collaborated with their business partners to reduce the friction from
changing systems [35]. Considering the conversion time delay and the demand estimation,
the preparation phase coordinates the order of the flexible processes to be converted to FFR
production, the timing of exercising the flexibility option, and the magnitude of the produc-
tion capacity. These decision problems have been an intensive research topic in operations
management and industrial engineering [56]. By utilizing the accumulated knowledge,
flexible capacities should be efficiently reallocated to cope with the approaching disaster.

3.2.3. Renewing the Precertified Suppliers

When precertified suppliers convert their production lines to FFR production, they
must renew their quality certification. The renewal process should be faster than the
regular certification process and effective enough to ensure the produced FFR’s protection
capability. For a new producer that has not been certified, the regular certification process
should be imposed.

3.3. Response Phase
3.3.1. Supply and Demand Information Sharing

An efficient information flow is beneficial to stakeholders to make better decisions.
For example, the Korean Ministry of Food and Drug Safety (MFDS) provided the FFR
production, consumption, and inventory data to the public every day during the COVID-19
pandemic. The data help producers to determine their production rates and to comply
with the government’s control policy. The public can find where to buy FFRs in real time
through mobile apps [57]. A sharp contrast to South Korea’s successful case is the U.S.’s
case. In the U.S., all the FFR supply chain data are confidential except for the manufacturing
facility locations, and even the nationwide FFR supply data are closed to the public [55].
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The lack of data transparency hinders the abilities of governments, hospitals, and other
stakeholders to assess and to respond to the FFR supply disruption risk in the U.S. during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

The shared information forms the basis of trust among the stakeholders and results in
societal collaboration to cope with emergencies. The public and private sectors of South
Korea effectively collaborate to fight COVID-19 based on the trust based on transparent
information sharing [4,28]. Hong Kong successfully contained the spread of COVID-19
through the community’s voluntary information sharing and collaboration [58]. The China
Aid organization utilizes a blockchain to increase trust and transparency [59]. On the
other hand, Italy and the U.S. had difficulties coordinating resources due to insufficient
trust among decision makers, even though the coordination mechanisms are formal [60].
These cases illustrate the importance of transparent and active information sharing in the
response phase.

3.3.2. Increase FFR Supply

To fulfil the sudden, huge, and continuous demand for FFRs, we need to fully utilize
the options for increasing the FFR supply developed in the mitigation and preparation
phases. Considering the costs and time to implement the strategies, the order of the
strategies is: (1) consuming the stored FFR inventories, (2) sourcing from diversified
suppliers, (3) increasing the production rate within the existing capacity, (4) converting
more flexible capacity to FFR supply, and (5) building additional capacity. If the demand
for FFRs is within the estimation made in the preparation phase, the demand would be
fulfilled with the first three options. If the demand exceeds the forecasted level, however,
implementing the last two options should be considered.

3.3.3. Monitoring and Securing Product Distribution

In the response phase, it is necessary to distribute the qualified FFRs to consumers at a
reasonable price. The COVID-19 pandemic illustrates challenges for this task: (1) qualifying
a large number of products in a short amount of time, (2) preventing hoarding and panic
buying, and (3) securing the distribution channels from being infiltrated by fake prod-
ucts and underperforming products. The strategies we discussed in the mitigation and
preparation phases are premises to overcome these challenges.

There is a dilemma between quality assurance and timely supply. To be able to have
an agile reaction against the COVID-19 outbreak, expediting quality certification processes
is a common action that many authorities in the world implement. For instance, the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) operates Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs) that
allow “unapproved medical products or unapproved uses of approved medical products to
be used in an emergency to diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-threatening diseases
or conditions caused by CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) threat
agents when there are no adequate, approved, and available alternatives [61].” The FDA
includes FFRs in the EUA program and presents the information on approved items on its
webpage. However, Plana et al. [29] examined the quality of the FFRs that are approved
under EUA. The test results show that “Many did not perform to accepted standards and
are likely to be counterfeit.” It is an urgent and difficult task to construct a trustworthy
supply chain under emergencies.

To mitigate the certification delay, it is effective to utilize precertified suppliers and
research facilities. For the precertified suppliers in the mitigation phase, the certification
process is unnecessary or reduced. The research facilities can participate in the certification
process to reduce the burden on the certification authorities. Utilizing these devices can
increase the capacity of the potential bottleneck of the FFR supply chain.

When necessary goods are in short supply, market-based transactions may result
in prices soaring, panic buying, hoarding, and counterfeits. It is not surprising that we
observe these phenomena in the FFR market during the COVID-19 pandemic [62–64].
On the other hand, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore successfully control their FFR
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distribution, which is one of the critical ways that those countries successfully curbed the
spread of the disease.

By utilizing the information sharing system that is constructed in the mitigation phase,
governments can control the FFR material flows to prevent hoarding and panic buying. For
example, the Korea Public Procurement Service (KPPS) procured masks from producers
and distributed them to the public. The masks distributed in this channel are called public
masks. KPPS controlled both the unit price of the public masks at approximately $1.20
and the maximum number that could be bought per week according to the supply [28].
Korean citizens could find where to buy the public masks using a mobile phone app in
real time [57,65]. The South Korean government successfully led the public to curb the
spread of COVID-19 spread by utilizing the product distribution control and the real-time
inventory information app.

Although actual application cases are rare, researchers suggest the blockchain and
artificial intelligence as the tools to secure the supply chain from underperforming and fake
products. Orcutt [66] asserts that the blockchain enhances transparency in supply chain
tiers so that it can prevent a supply chain network failure. The China Aid organization
has implemented a blockchain system, and pharmaceutical supply chains are conducting
pilot studies on blockchain systems [59,67]. The information sharing system equipped with
advanced technologies can assist in securing the FFR distribution channels [68,69].

3.3.4. Operating a Sustainable FFR Supply Chain

Even though a well-designed sustainable FFR supply chain has been constructed, it is
still challenging to operate the chain in the response phase. For example, after members of
the public use masks, they dispose of the used masks at home. How can the waste from
individual households be collected and put into a sustainable supply chain? Despite the
increasing volume of research on sustainable FFR supply chains, solutions to this question
are limited [70].

3.4. Recovery Phase
3.4.1. Post Disaster Analysis and Learning from Mistakes

The lessons learned from previous mistakes are valuable. One factor of Asian countries’
successful reaction is that they learned costly lessons from previous respiratory disease
outbreaks such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 and Middle East
respiratory syndrome (MERS) 2015 [4]. The abundant data that are gathered through the
information-sharing system must be analyzed. Post-event data analysis should answer the
following important questions:

1. What was the valuable information that the information-sharing system did not include?
2. What were the demand forecasting errors and why did forecasting errors occur?
3. What was the gap between the estimated supply capacity and the actual supply and

why do supply estimation errors occur?
4. Did the FFR distribution deliver satisfactory quality products at a reasonable price on

time? If not, what was the problem that disturbed the distribution channels?
5. Were there effective and innovative FFRs? If so, how can they be incorporate the new

FFRs in the certification process?
6. What were the situations that the developed plan did not cover?

By answering these critical questions to assess the key performance of each tier, we
can acquire insights to improve the disaster management strategies.

3.4.2. Returning Flexible Capacities to Normal Operations

As the pandemic diminishes, the demand for FFRs declines. This is the time for the
flexible FFR production capacities to return to their original businesses. For example,
there can be back orders for products such as water filters, diapers, and feminine hygiene
products. By returning the FFR production capacities to these products, we can avoid
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inefficient redundant capacity maintenance. Because of this property, flexibility is often
regarded as a synonym of resilience.

3.4.3. Develop Alternative Uses

Developing alternative uses for the FFR production capacities is necessary if excessive
capacities still exist after reallocating the flexible capacities. Without developing alternative
demand, the industry does not maintain the redundant capacity, and this will result in
supply deficiencies in future disasters. Moreover, the public and private sector agreements
may include the government’s support for the FFR producers after the disaster [18]. There-
fore, how to handle the excessive but necessary capacities is an important issue in the
recovery phase.

Demand development requires both the public and private sectors to be creative, and
it is desirable to generate constant demands for FFR related products. For example, the
MB filter production capacity can be modified to produce water filters. By providing water
purification systems to public schools, the government can generate ongoing demand to
maintain the flexible capacity for the FFR.

3.5. Discussion

There are limitations of this study that provide future research directions. First, we
restrict our interest to FFR supply chain management. To curb disease outbreaks, the
public’s willingness to wear masks is essential. However, our discussion does not include
how to get the public to wear masks. Wearing masks is effective when combined with
other strategies such as aggressive testing, infection path tracking, and appropriate patient
quarantines. Therefore, our framework is a part of a wider framework. We hope that our
paper contributes to building a society safer from diseases.

Second, extended qualitative studies based on this conceptual model will be valuable
to enhance our understanding of effective strategies for managing disaster situations. Inter-
views and focus groups should be conducted among FFR supply chain members to provide
practical insights.

Third, empirical studies may be developed to offer quantitative estimation and pre-
diction of the supply and demand of FFR. Trade data of raw materials and finished FFR
products can be incorporated to understand the dynamics of the FFR supply chain on a
global scale.

Last, our framework can be more efficient through global cooperation. However, the
international partnership has not been discussed enough. For example, future research
can investigate how much value can be created when developed countries establish a
forecasting system and share the information with other underdeveloped countries. The
future research topic can include the priority and emphasis of resource allocation according
to the country’s development phase.

4. Conclusions

This paper provides a framework to manage the FFR supply chain when reacting to a
disastrous situation such as the COVID-19 pandemic. We provide implementable strategies
based on the disaster management cycle that includes the mitigation, preparation, response,
and recovery phases. Based on the four pillars, this conceptual framework demonstrated
major topics in four phases of the disaster management cycle. Each point was discussed by
presenting examples and current practices. The mitigation phase focuses on building an
information-sharing infrastructure, developing a demand forecasting model, evaluating the
supply chain capacity, constructing various supply bases, and creating contingency plans
by forming a social consensus. The preparation phase takes short-term proactive actions
such as forecasting the demand and converting flexible capacities into FFR production. In
the response phase, all available resources are mobilized to increase the supply to meet
the growing demand. Securing the distribution channels is also critical in the response
phase. After the disaster, it is a painful but necessary step to reflect on the past event to
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learn from any failures. In addition, managing the increased FFR supply chain capacity is
essential to sustaining the emergency reaction capability in the supply chain. We developed
a framework based on an intensive literature review. We hope that our paper contributes to
mitigating future pandemics. Policy makers, healthcare sectors, stakeholders throughout
FFR supply chain may establish a database and monitoring system to respond such urgent
events in the future.
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